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OPERATOR AND ITS  APPL ICAT ION TO AN INVERSE 
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Abst ract - -A  construction f the special Green's function for the biharmonic operator isgiven. This 
result is used to recover the operator A2 + V(x) from its Diricldet o Neumann map. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n > 2 and put Az = e-iX'~(A+z.z)ei='z for z E C" \R"  with z .z  > O. Since the 
inverse of the symbol of Az is locally absolutely integrable and decays algebraically at infinity, 
its inverse Fourier transform defines a tempered istribution which is a fundamental solution 
of Az and called a Green-Faddeev function at z • z for the Laplace operator (this terminology 
is seen in [1]). This function plays an important role in studying several inverse problems, for 
example, inverse scattering problems (see [1,2]), inverse boundary value problems (see [3]). In 
short, those problems are to determine the coefficients of an elliptic partial differential operator 
L in R n or a bounded domain f~ by the scattering datum at Izl ---* oo or the Cauchy datum 
on a~ of the solutions of Lu = 0 in R n or 12, respectively. In particular, the case when L is a 
second order partial differential operator is studied by many authors and several properties of 
the Green-Faddeev function for the Laplace operator are found. See [1-8]. On the other hand, in 
contrast o A~, the study of a fundamental solution of A~ for z E C n \ R n with z • z = 0, which 
is called a special Green's function at z • z = 0 for the biharmonic operator in this paper, does 
not appear except for the study of V. Isakov [9]. He used a regular fundamental solution of A~ 
for such z described in Hormander's book and gave a local L z estimate of a right inverse of A~. 
In this paper, we construct a special Green's function at z • z = 0 for the biharmonic operator, 
explicitly, and give a weighted L~ estimate of a right inverse of A~. Furthermore, as Izl tends to 
infinity, a relation between our special Green's function at z.  z = 0 for the biharmonic operator, 
and the one at z. z = 0 for the Laplace operator, is given and, finally, we describe an application 
to an inverse boundary value problem for the biharmonic operator. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Let n >_ 2 and put Qz(~) - -(msmu +2z.5) for z e c" \0 with z .z = 0 and ~ e R". Qz(~) is the 
symbol of Az and Q~- 1 (0) is non empty and compact. Furthermore, V 6 Re Qz (~) and V(Im Qz (~) 
are linearly independent on Q~'I(0). Using the implicit function theorem, we see that 1/Qz (~) is 
locally absolutely integrable on H '~. Since it decays algebraically at infinity, its inverse Fourier 
transform defines a tempered istribution g(O(z) in R" which is a fundamental solution of Az. 
On the other hand, since 1/Qz (~)2 is not locally absolutely integrable on R n, we cannot interpret 
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it as a distribution, directly. First we show that this difficulty can be resolved. Let e > 0 and for 
r/ = ~}I ~ i~}2 ~ C, put 
~(0)=l -exp  ( -~-~) .  
Then 
1 ~e(Qz(~))Q--~-~ E L°°(Hn). 
The next theorem shows that the limit of the above function as e tends to 0 exists in the class of 
all tempered istributions in R". 
THEOREM 1. In the class of all tempered istributions, 
lim ~o,(Q,(~)) 1 1 ~ReQz(~)  1 (Qz~))  
,~0 Q,(~)2 - ~ L YQ~-~ 8 v~ Q,(~). v~ . (2.1) 
Note that V~(1/Q,(~)) means the gradient of 1/Qz(~) in the sense of distributions and 
Re Qz (~)/Qz (~)2 belongs to the class of all tempered istributions in R n since its absolute value 
is dominated by I1/Qz(~)l. Therefore, we can define a tempered istribution g(2)(x) in R" by 
~!~)(~) = lim to~(Q~(~)) 1 
• 10 Qz(e)2' 
where A denotes the Fourier transform acting on the class of all tempered istributions in R n. 
We remark that our definition of g(2)(x) is suggested by the corresponding trivial equality in 
[2, p. 51]: 
0!1)(() = lim to,(Qz(()) 1 
• ~o Qz(~)" 
We will use the following notations: i F = iF(R-) = {I  is a tempered istribution in R n I (z)6f E 
/2(Rn)}, [[f[[6 = [[(x)6f[[L =, 6 E R and (x) = (1 + [x[2) 1/2. H~ n = H~(R n) = {f is a tempered 
distribution in W ~ I DC'f E L~ for I~1 < m}, IlYII.%, = (Ei.t_<m IID"III~) x/2 and m e Z+. 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 < 6 < 1, a > 0 and j = 1, 2. Then there exists a positive constant C(a, 6) 
such that 
[ID~'g7 ) * YII-0'-~) < C(a, ~) Izl I"1-~ II111,+~-~, (2.2) 
for any rapidly decreasing function f, z E C n \ 0 with z. z = 0, [z I >_ av~ and I~1 _< 2j. 
The case j = 1, [a[ = 0 and n _> 3 was treated by J. Sylvester and G. Uhlmann [5] and 
1 if 5 > g and 1 _< [a[ _< 2, our estimates are sharper than the corresponding one described in 
Lemma 2.11(a) in [6], since L2 (1_6) is contained in L2_6. Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 2 
gives a simplification of the proofs of Proposition 2.1 in [5] and Lemma 2.11(a) in [6]. 
The next theorem describes a relation between g!l)(x) and g(2)(x) as [z[ tends to infinity. 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 < ~ < 1 and a > O. Then, there exists a positive number C(a,6) such that 
the inequality 
I (  i l  ( ) D" gl 2) • .f + 2 -~ (x. ~) gp) • .f - g~(1), [(x. ~).f] + ~ =~ D~ g~) • f k 
-- II <-C(a'6)'z['a[-3'"f"6' (2.3) 
holds for any rapidly decreasing function f ,  I,~1 <_ 2 and z E C n \ 0 with z . z = 0 and Izl _> aV~. 
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For the proof of Theorems 2 and 3, the following hmma is very useful!. 
Let V be a subset of a normed linear space and 0 does not belong to V. We assume that V 
satisfies the following: 
If zEV,  then vzEV for v>0.  (2.4) 
Put I/ = {zEV I I z I=V~}.  By (2.4), V = U v l / .  Let (T~)zev be a family of tempered 
v>0 
distributions in R '~ with the indexing set V and 61, 62 > 0. Assume: that the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
There exists a positive constant C such that 
sup liT, • f l l -6= < Ol l f l l , , ,  (2.s) 
zEP 
for any rapidly decreasing function f .  
For some a E R, 
T.~(x) = ."-" T~(vx), 
for v > 0 and z E V. 
Under the conditions (2.4)-(2.6), we state the following: 
LEMMA 1. Let a > O. Then 
(2.6) 
liT, * f l l -~,  < C(a,,Si,,5~.)lzl-"+~'+6"llf 116,, (2.z) 
for any rapidly decreasing function f and z E V with [z[ >_ av/2, where C(a,/f l , /~) = C .  
(Vt2) a-(6'+6') max(a -6. , 1) max(a -62, 1). 
We remark that if V = {z E C n \ 0 [ z .  z = 0} and T, = g~l), then (2.6) holds for o~ = 2. 
This fact is pointed out in the proof of Lemma 1 in [2] and they proved Izlg(~x)(z) is a bounded 
continuous function of (z, z) G (R" \ 0) x V in the case n = 3, but they do not consider the 
operator g~l). in weighted L ~. 
If n = 2, Theorem 3 becomes more precise since we can use Lemma B ha [4]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let n = 2 and 0 < 6 < 1. For any rapidly decreasing function f ,  take a(x), c(z), 
aj (a:) and cj (z) such that 
a(x) ,c(x) ,a j (x)  and cj(av) belongto L 2 (2.8) -(I-6) ', 
and 
Oc -- --e ix'k Oa, 
Oaj = xj f ,  
Ocj = -e  i~'k cgaj , 
in R 2, where O = o • o ~ o • o and k E R~ - ~: ,  = ~ + z~r~7 \0 .  Put 
(2.9) 
1 
A(x )= i ( k~- ik l ) (a (x ) (x i ,x2) - (ax(x ) ,a2(x ) ) ) .~ ,  (2.1o) 
1 
BOO = i (~  - ikl) 2 (c(=)(=1,,~2) - (ClCX), c2(=))), z, 
and z = 1/2(k - iSk), J = ( °  1 ~). Then 
(2.11) 
D o g!2),  f (k2 + ikl) 2 .4 + k2 - ik-------~ B - ( i -6)  ___ C(a,  6)[z[' ~l-~" [I/[[6, (2.12) 
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holds for lal < 2, a > 0 and Iz[ >_ aV/'2. Furthermore, A(x) and B(z) satisfy that 
3~A=f  and 02 0B =-ei~'~ f in R 9. (2.13) 
Here we describe an application of the preceeding theorems to an inverse boundary value 
problem for the biharmonic operator. Let f~ be a bounded open subset ofR n with a C ~'~ boundary. 
Let V(z) be a real valute,:l n-dimensional Lebesgue measurable function on f~, V(x) • LV(f~) with 
0 
p = 2 if n < 4, p > 2 if n = 4 and p = n/2 if n > 4. Then Vu • L2(f~) C H-2(f~) = (H2(f~)) * 
for any u • H2(f~) and t]here exists a positive constant C such that 
IIV IIH- ( ) c IIVIIL,( )IlulIH'(.), 
0 
by the Sobolev imbedding theorem (see [101 and [11]). Therefore, the map Pv from H2(t~) to 
o 
H-~(f~) is well defined by Pvu = A2u + Vu for u ~ H2(f~) and this map is bounded. Our 
assumption on V is the tfollowing: 
(S) Pv is invertible. 
Then we can construct a unique bounded operator sv from HS/2(Of~) x H1/2(0f]) into H2(f~) 
such that A2sv(~) + V(z)sv(~) = 0 in D, sv(~) = ~1 and ~ sv(~) = ~02 on 0f~, where ~ = 
(~Ol, ~2) E HS/2(Of~) x/t l /2(0f~) and v denotes the unit outward vector field to 0fL Futhermore, 
there exists a unique bounded operator Av from HS/2(Of~) x H1/2(Of~) into its dual such that 
(Av (~), ~) = fa [Asv (~,)Asv (~) + Y(z)sv (~o)sv (~o)] dx for any ~ • HS/~(Of~) x H À/2(Of~), where 
< , > denotes the dual pairing between HS/2(O~) x H1/2(Of~) and its dual. Av is called the 
Dirichlet to the Neuma.nn data map of A s + V(z) in fL 
THEOREM 4. Let n >_ 3. Suppose that both Vl(x) and V2(x) sat/sly (S) and Av, = Av2. Then 
V~(~) = V~(z) for a.e.,: in ~. 
In the case n - 2, we obtain the following 
THEOREM 5. There e.xists a positive number e which satisfies the following: 
Let Vj(x) • L:'(f~)(j = 1,2) be real valued and satisfy [t~[[L2(n) < 6. Then each Vj(x) 
satisfies (S) and if Av, = Av,, then VI(x) - V2(x) for a.e.x in fL 
When the potentia'l belongs to LC¢(f~), the one corresponding to Theorem 4 is shown in The- 
orem 2.3 of [9]. For the proof of Theorems 4 and 5, it is convenient to use the following lemmas 
which relate well known theorems in scattering theory with respect o the essential self-adjointness 
of (_A)H2 plus a singular potential in R n to the perturbation of A~ by another singular potential. 
LEMMA 2. Let V(x) be an n-dimensional Lebesgue measurable complex valued function on R" 
and j = 1,2. For any ~.: > O, suppose that there exists a positive number Cc satisfying 
[IW(z)fl[2~_l < ~ o + c ,  II/llo, for f • H~o . (2.14) 
Then, for any 0 < 8 < 1, we can extend V(z) g(j) . to a unique bounded linear operator n(J) in U z ,V  
L2+j_I which satisfie,.~ 
G(~ )z~V 
Z'2~O 
The condition (2.14) is well known in scattering theory, in short, it says that (x)2J-lV(x) is 
infinitesimally (-A):~/2---bounded and then (--A)J/~+(x) ~j-1V(x) in R n is essentially self-adjoint 
by the Kato-Rellich theorem if V(x) is real (see [12, p. 162]). Lemma 2 is used for the proof of 
G 0) 2 contained Theorem 4. For the proof of Theorem 5, we need the precise stimate of z,V B(L6+I) 
in the following: 
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LEMMA 2*. Let n >_ 2 and j = 1, 2. 
(i) /.fn > 2j and (z)~J-Xv(x) e Ln/J(Rn), then (2.14) holds. 
(ii) //'n > 2j and (x)2J-lV(x) e LP(R") with n / j  < p ~ oo, then (2.14) holds and there exists 
a positive constant Cn,p(a, 6) such that 
]] O) a~,v ][B(L~+,_,) < C.,~(a, 6)II(xf~-~VllL. Izl-U-~.), 
where a > O, O < ~f < 1, zECn with z . z = O and lz[ >_ a. 
(iii) Let n = 2, 3 and (x)aV(x) • L2(Rn). Then the estimate in (ii) holds with j = 2 and p = 2. 
Using Lemmas 2 and 2", we can construct a right inverse of A~ + V(x) in R n by gO) .  
( G u) ~-: I+  z,f'] , where l)(x) is the zero extension of V(x) on f~ to the whole space. So as a 
perturbed exponential solution for AJ + V(x), we may take 
(I + a o) ]-: } e i='z 1 -gO) .k  *,f'] I/ ' 
as Izl ---, oo with z • z = 0. Using this function, we can prove the completness of products of 
solutions to {AJ + V(x)}u = 0 in 12 and deduce Theorems 4 and 5 by the standard method 
[3-5,8,13-18]. Our method requires at least V(x) E L:(f~), since it is needed to ensure that 
V(x) e L~+j_I(R"). See [19] for the treatment of the case that V(z)  e I.Y(Q)(p > n/2) or E Fp 
(the C. Fefferman, D. Phong class) with n > 3, j = 1 and also see [8]. 
The proofs of the results are organized as follows. Section 2 contains the statements of a 
few propositions and lemmas which are used later and proofs of Lemma 1, Theorems 1,2,3 and 
Corollary 1. In Section 3, we prove Lemmas 2 and 2", Theorems 4 and 5. 
3. PROPERTIES OF A SPECIAL GREEN'S FUNCTION FOR A2 
First, we remark that the following identities hold: 
1 1 (ReQ(~)  1VQ(~) .~7(  1 )}  (3.1) 
Q(~)2 = ~ 2Q(~)~ Q-~ , 
and 
1 1 - VQ(~)  
(3.2) 
in Q(~) # 0, where Q(~) = Qz(~), V = *(~-~7~' a • " ,  0~.), A = the Laplacian in R~ and g(~) is a 
smooth function on R n. 
LEMMA 3. For any rapidly decreasing function f(~) on R n, 
, t0 J  Q'~ f d : - ' ~  : f d : - :  ~10J 
and 
= - limf,$0 Q1 V~). V {¢,(Q)} fd~ 
- f ~VO Wd,- f ~(aO):d,. 
(3.4) 
The existence of the limit in the right-hand side of (3.4) is shown in Lemma 4. 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 3. Equation (3.3) follows from (3.1), the fact that 0 < ~,(Q) <_ 1 and 
[ReQ/Q 2] < [1/QI, and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. Next, replace g(~) in (3.2) 
by ~(Q) f ,  then we have 
Since 
/ {VQ . V Q } ~pe(Q)I d,~ =/V ' (Q~, (Q) IVO}d~ 
(3.5) 
1 
~,(Q) =-  0 exp - dt e C°°(R"), 
o 
we can apply the divergence theorem to the first term of the right hand side in (3.5). Using 
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem and Leipnitz's rule, we obtain (3.4). 
LEMMA 4. For any rapidly decreasing function f on R n, 
l imf 1 VQ. V{~cCQ)}fd~ = 0. (3.6) 
¢10 
PROOF. Since 
V{~,(Q)} = ~,VReQ+ wL--~,VImQ = exp - - -  {ReQVReQ+ImQVImQ}, 
we see 
and 
I(f) = (the left hand side of (3.6)) 
=lim/2~10JE exp(  IQ[2) QVQ 
VQ. {ReQVReQ + ImQVImQ} = 41Imz12 0 + 2iReQImQ - 4(ReQ) 2 - 2(ImQ) 2, (3.7) 
by direct computations. Therefore, we see 
i ( f )=l im4l imz[2/2 ( [Q[2)~_ • $o ~ exp - - -  Ida+ 
(3.8) 
+lim,10 d/2'~ exp ( _  ,Q,_..~2){2iReQImQ-4(ReQ)'- 2(ImQ)'} ~d, .  
Choose X e C~(R" )  such that X = 1 in a neighhourhood f 0-1(0) and decompose f = Xf + 
(1 -x ) f .  Then IO(OI > 0 on supp (1 -x ) f  and we see I((1 -x ) f )  = O, i.e., I(f) = I(xf). 
Furthermore, using a partition of unity in a neighbourhood f Q-I(O), it is sufficient o show that 
I(f) = 0 for f 6 C~°(lt n) whose support is contained in a sufficiently small open neighbourhood 
of a point in Q-I(O). In the neighbourhood, take a local coordinate given by ~ = ~(u) = 
~(ul,..., u,) such that Q(~(u)) = ul + iu2 and det ~'(u) # 0. Then, for any function g(~/), we 
see 
1 f ~ exp g(Q)fd~ 
= du3.., dun dul du2 "~ exp e g(ul + iu2)f(~(u))ldet~'(u)l (3.9) 
= / dus . . .dun/dyl  dy2 exp(-lyl2)g(v~(yl + iy2))f(,(Vf~y, um... ,un)) 
! 
x Idet e'(Vqy, us,... ,u,)l, 
by changes of variables (in the case that n = 2, omit us, . . . ,  u.). 
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Since 
iy2 15 
g(v/~(yl + iy2)) = Yl in the case that g(Q) = ~,  (3.10) 
yl + iy2 
and 
Ig(v (yz + iy2))l 5-- C¢ lyl, in the case that 
1 (3.11) 
g(Q) = {2 i Re Q Im Q - 4 (Re Q)2 _ 2 (Im Q)2} Q'  
and using Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, we obtain 
I ( f )  = 81Ira zl 2 f dun...dun f dyl dy2 exp (-[y[ 2) Y l -  iy2 
Yl + iy~ (3.12) 
x 1(5(0, ua, . . . ,  un))ldet 5'(0, ua,..., un)l. 
Here 
exp (--]yl 2) Yl -- iy2 dyl dy2 "- e-r~rdr • 6dl -- ~tJ2 diM, 
Yl 7 iy2 x wl "+ iw-"22 
and 
fs  wj d~ = ( - i ) J - l r ,  for j = 1,2, (3.13) 
a Wl + i0~2 
show that l ( f )  = 0. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
By Lemmas 3 and 4, we have immediately Theorem 1 and the following proposition is a direct 
consequence of the theorem. 
PROPOSITmN 1. /n the class of all tempered istributions in R n, 
= 
and 
Since V(1/Q) = (-1/Q2)VQ in O(~) # O, we can expect hat 
In fact, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. In the class of all tempered istributions, 
V(Q) =-  {htm ~o, (O)~ } VO + 7r6(0) vO, (3.14, 
where 6(Q) denotes the delta function concentrated on Q-l(0). 
For the definition of the delta function concentrated on a submanffold of R", see [9.0, pp. 209- 
247]. Here we use only the fact that 
1 lira e- lexp ( 'Q[ ' )  5(Q), (3.15) 
t&0 
in the class of all tempered istributions, where Re VQ and ImWQ are linearly independent on 
Q-l(0) and Q-l(0) is compact in R n, see [2, p. 51]. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2. Let f be a rapidly decreasing function on R n. Since 
-~,(Q)  VQ. /= v,(Q)V . f  = v .  -~ , (Q) f  -~v . (~, (Q) / )  in Q(O # 0, (3.16) 
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and the measure of Q- l (0)  is zero, we see 
1 (3.17) 
Furthermore, we can apply the divergence theorem to the first term in the right hand side of (3.17) 
by the fact that 1/Q~t(Q) E C~(R n) (see the proof of Lemma 3). Then, as e tends to 0, we 
have 
-{ l im~o. (Q)  1 } (Q)  • 1o ~-~ (VQ- f )  = - (V . I ) -  d(f) ,  (3.18) 
where 
J(f) = lim [ 1 do d Q V{9,(Q)}.  fd~. (3.19) 
By the same reason in the proof of Lemma 4, we can assume that the support of f is contained 
in an open neighbourhood of a point on Q-l(0).  In the neighbourhood, take local coordinates 
given by ~ = ~(u) = ~(ul,..., un) which is the same as in the proof of Lemma 4. 
Then 
f Q v{~,(Q)}. /d~ = fdu3...a,, fdUl d,= ~exp (. ,~ ~ u~)[det ¢,(u)[ 
x {-2ui('(u) + Rez) - 2u2 Imz } 
u~ + i~,2 "f (~(")) ' 
(3.20) 
and, as in the proof of Lemma 4, we obtain 
f f 
J(f) = l duz...dun ] dyl dy2 2 exp (-[yl2)[det ~'(0, O, us, . . .  ,Un)[ 
x ' • I(¢(o, o, u3 ..., u,)). 
Yl + iv2 
(3.21) 
Here using (3.13) in the proof of Lemma 4, we see 
f 
J (.f) ] du3.., dun {-2~r(~(0, O, us,..., un) + Re z) + 27ri Im z} 
x f(~(O, O, us , . . . ,  un))ldet ~'(0, O, us , . . . ,  u,,)[ 
= -27r / du3.., dun {~(0, 0, u3,. • •, un) + 5}. f(~(0, 0, u3, . . . ,  un)) 
x [det ~'(0, 0, us , . . . ,  un)l = -2~r(~ + 5) 6(Q)(.f). 
(3.22) 
Noting that VQ = -2(~ + ~), we obtain (3.14). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. Let n >_ 1 and f be a rapidly decreasing function on R n. Put fv(x) = f(vx) 
for v > 0 and let 6 > 0. Then 
/ If;'~(~)l 2 (x) 26 dx = /If(Y)l 2 (vy)  2* v" dy, 
by changes of variables. Here we note that 
(vv)2t = t,2~(v-2 + lyl2)S < v26(y)2t imax(a -2  ' 1)}6, 
for 0 < a _< v and {max (a -z, 1)} 6/2 = max (a -6, 1). Therefore, we have 
I[f;'I[[6 <__ v(6+"/~)max(a-6,1)Hf[[6 for 0 < a _< v. (3.23) 
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On the other hand, 
/ If.(x)12(:e) -u6 = / [ f (y ) l  u (v- ly)  -u' v-'* dy, I "  d:e 
and 
(lj-1y)-26 -. v26(v2 -4-lyl2) -6 __< vUS(y)-U6{min (a u, 1)} -~, 
for 0 < a =< v show that 
IIf~ll-e _< "(e-"/Z)max(a-',l)llfl l-s for 0 < a __< ,,  (3.24) 
where we used {min(a 2, 1)}-6/u = max(a -e, 1). Here we prove (2.7) in Lemma 1. Let z E V 
and Izl => aVff. Put v = Izl/v~. Then v > a > 0 and $ = v-lz E f" and we see that 
T~ • y = v-°(T~ , f ;x)~ 
by (2.6). Furthermore, (2.5), (3.23) and (3.24) show that 
IIr~ • fll-6~ = v -~ II(T~ * $;-1).ll-e~ 
<_ ,-a+62-,19. max (a-62,1)lIT, * I;*ll-~ 
< v -~+62-"/2 max (a -~= ,1) C Ill; 1116, 
< v -~+6=+6. max (a -6= ,1) max (a -6~ , 1) C IlYlIs,. 
This shows that (2.7) holds and completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Here we describe general emmas. Let Q(~) be a complex valued smooth function on R" 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(A.1) IQ(OI _-__ t i l l "  as 151 >> 1, for some nonnegative integer m. 
(A.2) Q- l(0) is a compact subset of It n. 
(A.3) VReQ and V ImQ are linearly independent on Q-l(0). 
Then 1/Q(~) and Re Q(~)/Q(~)2 are locally absolutely integrable on It'* by the implicit function 
theorem and they belong to the class of all tempered istributions in R n . Therefore, we can define 
g(x) and ~(z) which are tempered istributions in I~ ~ and whose Fourier transform coincides with 
1/Q and Re Q/Q2 respectively. Then we see: 
LEMMA 5. Let 0 < 6 < 1. Then, there exists a positive number C(6) such that 
IlD~g */ll-(z-O + [ID~ * fl l-fx-O -~ 0(6)11111,, (3.25) 
for any rapidly decreasing function f and lal = m. 
The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 2.1 in [5] but easier since we have no need of 
paying our attention to the dependence of constants and Jaeobians of local coordinates with a 
large complex parameter. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 5. By (A.2) and (A.3) and the implicit function theorem, we can choose 
some points Pz , . - . ,  Pk on Q-l(0) and suflleiently small cz > 0, such that Q- l(0) is covered by 
(B, al2(Pj))j=z ..... k and in each B, , (P j)  we can take a C°°-local coordinates ~ = ~j(O), which 
satisfies det @~(0) # 0 and Q(@j(T/)) = 0z + it/2. Furthermore, for a sufficiently small ~9 > 0, 
we see that N,2(Q-z(O)) - {~ E R"I dist (~,Q-Z(0)) < ~z} is covered by (B,1/z(P/))j=I ..... k 
k 
and R" = jUzBt,/~(pj) U {Fin \ N,2(Q-Z(0))}. Therefore, there exists (Xj)j=l ..... k+l, a family of 
smooth functions on R", such that 
XI, . . . ,XkEC~°(Rn),X,+IEB~(Rn),O~xj.~I,  for j= l , . . . , k+ l ,  
X~+" .+X]+I=I ,  in R n, supp XjCCBc,(Pj), for j= l , . . . , k ,  
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and 
supp Xk+l C R n \ Nt2/4(Q-l(o)). 
Now let jr be a rapidly decreasing function on R n. Then 
(Q] ( ) )v  ( 1 ))v 
g,s= E = x~/(E +" '+ X +1 (3.26) 
Then Tjaf is a rapidly decreasing function and 
/ 1  ( (  1 ) v 
(n°Kj.f)(h) _- _ _  (T~°f)^(,)(Tj%)^(,)d, = 
~1 + i~2 771 + i~2 
Therefore, if 
and 
for 0 < 6 < 1 hold, then 
Tj ~ • B(LD, for I,~1->_ o,
~t+i~2 * •B  L~,L2_(t_6) , 
l(D°'KJf)(h)l < (~xl )v f -(i-,) = + i~2 * T~° Ilk"hill-, 
__< ClIT~°:II, C~ Ilhllx-, _-< C~ Ilfll, Ilhllx-,. 
1 
(DaKj.f)(h) = (E a X~ ~ ](E))(]z(E)) 
1 =/E" x~(E) Q-~ ](E) ~(E)dE 
=/~.,(,,,) xj(E) ~ /(E) . E ° x~(E) h(E) dE 
= f~ 1 xj(%(,)) /(%(r/ l )  Idet %(,)1 ~ 
X (l~j(,)) a Xj( l I / j ( , l lh( l I / j ( ,)) Idet ¢'(,11 i d,.  
f 0, if ~ does not belong to O71(B,,(Pj)), 
(Tf'f)^  07) I (@j(,7)) '~ ~j(@s(,7))](q~s(,7))Idet @~(,7)I~, if 'I • ezTIB,,(Pj). 




where V denotes the inverse Fourier transform. Let 
/ 1 / 
Kj I  = X~](~)  , for j= l , . . . , k+ l .  
If j = k + 1, we see that 
21 llD~'gjfll-(l-~) <= [[D°'gjf][o - lIE a xj -~ ]Ho --< c ll.fl[o - c llfllo _-__ c llfll,, 
for I'~I _-< m, since IQ(E)I _-> CIEI" on R" \ N~/4(Q-I(0)). Next, let X ____ j 5 k and h be a rapidly 
decreasing function on R". Then 
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Hence, DaKj f  E L2_O_,) and IID"KJII-o-6) <_ C.IIflI6. By (3.26), we obtain (3.25). The proof 
of (3.27) is given by the same method as Lemma 3.2 of [5] and (3.28) is proved in Lemma 3.1 
of [5]. For ~(x), it is essentially the same as g(z), since we can show 
7}1 1 z2 (3.29) 
(21r) -2 e i(=t'h+==~2) (r h + ir/2)2 d~71 d~ - 2~r (xl + ix2) 2 ' 
and the absolute value of this function is dominated by (2~r) -1 x (z~ + z22)-½. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 5. 
The following elementary lemma is needed for the proof of Theorem 2 in the case that j = 2 
and [a I = 2, 3, 4 and we omit the proof of this lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let s E R and m = 0, 1, . . . .  Let u E Hm_= +1. I f  Au E H-m,, then u E Hm_ +2 and 
furthermore 
Itull~+2,-, _< c.,,, (l lull~+l,-, + I I~ul l~,- , )  
holds for a positive constant Cm,s. 
As a direct consequence of Theorem 1, we have: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be a rapidly decreasing function on R n. Then 
i g~l) 
g?), I=-2 -~{(= ~)g~')*.f- * [(=. ~):] 
"t- ~ xj(Djg~ 1) * f ) -  Djg~ 1) * (z j / )} 
J 
+ [z[2 t. = * " f -  * 
(3.30) 
in the class of all tempered istributions in R n, where 
PROOF. Note that Izl 2 = 21Imzl 2 with z • z = 0 and Theorem 1 shows that 
i 1 
g=¢2)(=) : 21;I ~ ~(D~.  + ~)(=ig¢))(=)) + 2-~-.~=0)(=), J 
in the class of all tempered istributions in R n . Using the definition of convolutions of functions 
we get (3.30). 
PROOF OF THEOttEM 2. Let j = 1. Since g(1)(z) = Vn-2g(zl)(vZ), we see Dag(iz)(x) = 
vn-2+lalDag(1)(vz) for lal > 0 and v > 0. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 1 to the case that 
T, = Dag O) and V = {z E C" \ 0 1 z.  z = 0} and it is sufficient for the proof of (2.2) in the case 
that j = 1 to show that (2.2) with z = el + ie2 holds by the following equality: 
g(AZ=)(Z) = g(Z)(tAx), for A E O(n), 
where O(n) denotes the set of all orthogonal n x n real matrices. Hence, the case that j = 1 is 
derived from Lemma 5 and similarly, we have an inequality related to ~(1) which corresponds to 
(2.2). Using these inequalities and Proposition 3 we see that (2.2) holds in the case that j = 2 
and lal _< 1. The problem is the case that lal = 2,3,4. By Proposition 1, Az(g (~) * f )  = g(1) • f 
for any rapidly decreasing function f .  Noting that Az = A + 2iz • V, it holds that 
A(gO) . f )  = --2iz . V(g (2) * f )  + gO) .  f ,  (3.31) 
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and this shows that A(g(2)*f) E L2_(2_6) by the fact that g(2), f  E H1_(2_6) and g(1), f  E H~(I_6). 
Using Lemma 6 for m = 0 and s = 2 - b, we see that g~2) • f E H2_0_6) and 
llg~ 2) * f l l~,-o-6)  < c6 (llg~ ° )  • fl[z,-(2-~) + I[A(g! ~) * f ) l l -o -6 ) ) .  
Using this and (3.31), we obtain (2.2) with j = 2 and I~l = 2. For the case that I~l = 3,4 repeat 
this argument. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. This is a direct consequence of the following estimate: 
]IDa.q! z) * f l l - ( z -6 )  < C(a,6)lzll"Fillfll6, 
which is proved in the proof of Theorem 2. 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1. By Lemma B of [4], we have 
g l ) .  y = a(.) + e-i* kc(.) 
ks + ikl ' 
and 
k2 + ikl 
Put these into (2.3) of Theorem 3. Then, we have (2.12) and (2.13) which are established by 
direct computation. 
4. AN INVERSE PROBLEM FOR, THE B IHARMONIC  OPERATOR` 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2. Note that 
(z) ~+'/-1 V(;c) g( i ) ,  f = (x)2J-1 V(x) (x) -(j-6) g~J) * f, 
for a.e.z in R n and this shows that 
IIv (=)g~(~)* sll,+~_, --< ~ II(-zx)~/~ (<=>-(~-')~!~> * s) II0 +c ,  I lg j> • s tl-0-,), 
by (2.14). Here, we note that 
II(-A)J/2({x)-(J-~i)g(zJ) * f) llo ------- c(., a)ll.fll,+~-a, 
with I=1 > ~v~, ~" ~ = 0 and a > 0. This follows from Theorem 2. 
Therefore, 
II v(=)g(j) • f I1,+~_, -<- c(,,, 6)(, + c, Izl-~)llfll,+~_~, 
and this proves Lemma 2. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2*. If j = 2, 
(i) is a consequence of Strichartz's theorem (see [12, p. 171] and if j = 1, it is easily derived 
from the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev's inequality, i.e., 
II-lh;=-/(--=) < cIIVull~= for u E Hz(Rn). 
(ii) is derived from the following inequality: 
II-lk, _-< c.,q(c(;-"/p)II(-A)H2ulIL= + e-"/P Ilulln=), 
for n >_ 2j, 2 < q < 2n/ (n -  2j), l /p+ 1/q = 1/2 and ¢ > 0. 
This inequality is easily derived from the following inequality and the Hausdorff-Young 
inequality: 
It'~IIL. < C.,o (ll I.'I~'~IIL. + II'~lln=), 
for 2n/n + 2 < s < 2. See the proof of Theorem IX.28(b) in [12, pp. 55-56] and Theorem 
X.20 in [12, p. 171]. 
(iii) is also a consequence of the following inequality: 
Ilullz= <__ c .  (eO-~)llZ~ulln= + ~--/~ Ilullz=), 
for e > 0 with n = 1, 2, 3 (see the proof of Theorem IX.28 (a) in [12, p. 55-56]). This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2". 
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Let us give the proofs of Theorems 4 and 5. First, we note that ((Avl - Av2)(~o),~d) = 
fn(Vx(z) - Vg-(z))sv,(~o)sv2(9')dx, for any ~o, ~o' e HSlg-(Of~) x H'lg-(Ofl), since (Av(~o),9') = 
0 
(Av(¢), ~) and ,v,(~) - ,~,(~) e Hg-(n) and ,v , (¢)  - 'v2(¢) is so. This identity was pointed 
out by [15, p. 244] and Alessandrini [21]. So if Art = Av2, we have 
~ (Vl - V2)(x)u,u2 dx = 0, (4.1) 
for all uj E Hg-(ft) which solve Ag-uj + Vjuj = 0 in fl, j = 1,2. Let n > 3 and k E R". Then we 
can choose zj(r)(r  > 0) with zj(r) e C" \R  n, z j ( r ) . z j ( r )  = 0, Izj(r)l --. oo and zl(r)+zg-(r)  = -k .  
We let 
Uj =e i ' ' ' ' ( r )  {1-- B,,(r)(1 +azj.(r)(=).~, ) I~}, (4.2) 
where Bz E B(L2+I, H_40_6) and Bzf  = g (9-) * f for any rapidly decreasing function f and 
]z[ ---* oo with z- z = 0. Then Ag-uj + Vjuj = 0 in f~ and substituting (4.2) into (4.1) gives 
(91 -- Vg-)^(k) = ~ e-i~'k(g21 + ~'19- - ~11~9-)(Vx - Vg-) d=, (4.3) 
(9 - )  -1  - 
where  ~j = B, Ar)(1 + GzAr),tT~ ) Vj. By Lemmas 2,2* and Theorem 2, we see 
,.lim I1¢1(v~ - V=)llz=(n) = }~,n= ll*9-(Va - vg-)ll£~(n) = 0 
and rlirn 1[~1~9-(V1 - V2)]]L,(n) = 0, by Schwarz's inequality. There fore ,  
( I~] - l~2)^(k)=0 for any kERn , 
and thus Vl(x) = V9-($) for a.e.z in ft. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. Next, we 
¢ 
prove Theorem 5. Since I[ulln2(n) < c(f~)llAullr~2(n ) for u E Hg-(f$) and fn ]Yl [ulg-dz < 
C(f~)l[yl[z2(n) x ]]ull~ m by the Sobolev's imbedding HX(f~) C L4(f])(2 _< n < 4). Hence, if 
IlYlln~(.) < i/2C(f~)9-, then 
£ 1 
IAulg- + Vlulg-dx _-__ 2c(n) II~ll~go~, 
O 
for any u E/-/9-(~). Therefore, V satisfies (S) in thin time by the Lax-Miligram theorem and we 
have IlPv 111mn_,(n),k,(n)) < (2C(a))1/9-. 
L~.MMA 7. Let 0 < ~ <_ 1 and IlVjlI~'¢,) < e/(2C(n)9-) fo r j  = 1,2. ZfAv, = A,,=, then there 
exists a positive constant Cl(f]), such that 
11(91 " ^ - vg-) I I L20k l=n ) < Cl(n)R exp (Rsup I=1) ~ IlVl - Vg-I Iz,(n), (4.4) 
for any R > O. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 7. Letk6~n\0andchoosek  ± 6~n\0suehthatk .k  ± =0and lk ]= lkX l .  
Put zi = -k /2  + i (k±) /2  and zg- = ;71. Then, z~.z j  = 0 and zx + zg- = -k .  Substitute 
u~ = sv~(ei~'*~, o'~ ei='*¢) into (4.1). Noting that uj = e i~'~ - P- l(Vjei~'z~), we obtain (4.4) by v~ 
the standard method (see [4]). 
LEMMA 8. Let 0 < ~ < 1 and III~IIL~(o) < e/(2C(~)9-) for j = 1,2. / fAy,  = Ave, then there 
exists a positive number Cg-(f~), such that 
1(91 - 9~)^(~)1  __< c9-(n)1~1-9- ~ IIV~ - V~l l~(n~,  (4.5) 
for Ikl ~ c2(~). 
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PROOF OF LEMMA 8. Subst i tute  uj = eiZ'z#{1 - Bzj(1 + ~(2) ~-lf/-.~ into (4.1) and we have ~zj ,~j l  "3J 
I(Vx - g2)^(&)l -5_ ca(~) IlWl - W21iL2(a) (llqhiiL~(a) + IIq~21lL~(a) + IlqhllH~o, ll~211H~)), 
by the Sobolev's  imbedding,  where 
zj,vj 
and z js  are the same as Lemma 7. App ly  Theorem 2 and Lemma 2* to II/j then we have 
II~jllL2(a) = O(~lzj 1-2) and I[@j IIH~n) = O(6lzj I-1) • Therefore, we obta in  (4.5). 
By Lemmas 7, 8 and Plancherel 's  formula, we have 
IIW1 - V2llL~(a) ~ Ca(~2)~ liEu - V2tIL~(a), 
for a posit ive constant Ca(f~), if hy ,  = hy2 for l~( j  = 1,2)such that  [l~llL~(a) < ~/(2C(f~) 2) 
with 0 < ~ _< 1. So if E < 1/Ca(O),  we have I]V1 - V21[£2(a) = 0 and this completes the proof  of 
Theorem 5. This  argument  owes to the one described in [4] and also [22]. 
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